Spelling Crossword Puzzle
Unit D-17: /ow/ and /oi/  

7. money earned or given on a regular basis
8. spelling word that rhymes with voice
10. antonym for lowest
11. putting together
14. to pay someone for doing work
16. antonym for quiet
17. to make slightly wet
18. ten hundreds
19. spelling word that rhymes with found
21. taking pleasure in something
22. tall building
23. antonym for oldest

DOWN
1. white vegetable
2. having many people in a small area
4. heating water to 100 degrees Celsius
5. hair above the eye
6. decoration with bowls or pools of moving water
8. a rich soup, often containing clams
9. The weather is partly ____ today.
12. I am happy, but Ken is even ____ than I am.
13. date and time at which you do something
15. impressive
20. synonym for sleepy
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Spelling Words
allowance   eyebrow   noisy   crowded   fountain
moisten     tower     drowsy  cloudy   chowder
astounding  employ    around  boundary  choice

Teachers: Copy this word bank to the back of the puzzle page.
ANSWER KEY
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Across
3. ROYAL
4. BOUNDARY
6. CHOICE
8. HISTORIC
9. TOOLS
10. EMPLOY
11. EMPLOY
12. APP
13. NOISY
14. THOUSAND
15. ENJOYMENT
16. PIE
17. AROUND
18. ENJOYMENT

Down
1. white vegetable
2. having many people in a small area
4. heating water to 100 degrees Celsius
5. hair above the eye
6. decoration with bowls or pools of moving water
8. a rich soup, often containing clams
9. The weather is partly ___ today.
12. I am happy, but Ken is even ___ than I am.
13. date and time at which you do something
15. impressive
20. synonym for sleepy

7. money earned or given on a regular basis
8. spelling word that rhymes with voice
10. antonym for lowest
11. putting together
14. to pay someone for doing work
16. antonym for quiet
17. to make slightly wet
18. ten hundreds
19. spelling word that rhymes with found
21. taking pleasure in something
22. tall building
23. antonym for oldest
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